
BUILDING PERFORMANCE BOATS IS IN OUR BLOOD

Want pure performance and astonishing affordability? 
Then you want Axis Wake Research. Built by Malibu with 
unstinting dedication to the same legendary craftsmanship, 
Axis is without question the absolute best watersports 
towboat, for the money, in the world. No one else gives you 
so much at such a great price. 

Axis Wake Research has seen explosive growth in the 
watersports industry in the six years since its founding, 
quickly reaching fourth in market share—and showing no 
signs of slowing down. Together, Malibu and Axis easily 
lead, commanding more than 40 percent of the North 
American market. 

But an Axis Wake Research boat is its own animal, part 
of an utterly original, independent line within the Malibu 
family that’s designed and constructed from the ground 

up by a select group of radical boat engineers and builders 
who constantly question the status quo, always driving 
and riding, listening to our pros and customers, and looking 
beyond tradition and outdated modes to the very point 
of the cutting edge. Our artisans work in an environment 
in which they can freely share ideas and challenge one 
another to create only the best for our customers. This 
freedom and trust lead to incredible ingenuity and one-of-
a-kind production techniques.

Handcrafted in the U.S.A. and Australia to your exact 
specifi cations, Axis was created to get more people on the 
water in true performance boats—at a sweeter price. It’s 
all about you. It’s your boat. But know that we take it very 
personally. Every single Axis is a work of art and a labor 
of love. It’s all because Axis Wake Research is centered on 
you—and built to make waves.



PURE PERFORMANCE. ASTONISHING AFFORDABILITY.
That’s the beauty of an Axis boat: all the performance you need and nothing you don’t. This 
underlies everything we do, so you have the ability to do whatever you want on the water—ride, 
surf, ski, tube, cruise—without breaking the bank. Axis means purity and control. Yes, you have 
the power to generate a giant wake and then transform it into a massive custom wave, but you 
can also dial it all in for every skill level, setting up the perfect playground for any rider, every 
time. Unleash the beast, rein it in, tame it, whatever. It’s your show—and the 2016 Axis lineup is 
ours. Higher performance and higher quality all around make it our best year yet.

With Axis, you truly have the power.



MAKE WAVES

High performance is always yours with the Axis ISP, or Integrated Surf 
Platform, which features our engineered hull designs, Triple Hard-Tank 
Ballast, fore and aft Plug ’n’ Play ballast, Auto-Set Wedge hydrofoil, 
and new hydraulic Surf Gate, delivering a more amazing watersports 
experience than any competitor can offer. The Axis ISP gives you a 
comprehensive, integrated platform designed to provide incredible 
performance, innovation, customization, and adjustability.

Imagine total wake control at your fingertips. It’s yours with our 
revolutionary, hydraulic Surf Gate, available as an upgrade on every  
Axis model. This industry-changing innovation was the first to market, 
and it’s still the best. Equipped with Surf Gate, your Axis can turn a giant 
wake into a massive wave, creating the most dynamic playground for 
wakesurfing ever.

All you have to do is flip a switch to transform your wake into a perfect, 
surfable wave, easily shifting the lip from side to side for transfers 
and regular or goofy foot. Fast hydraulic actuators on the dual Surf 
Gates mean transfers are easier than ever. Passengers never have to 
pile up and lean the boat; they can just sit back, relax, and enjoy the 
action while the driver controls it all with ease, giving surfers a smooth, 
customized wave frontside or backside. Surf Gate is not only the 
original; it’s truly the ultimate wakesurfing system.

INTEGRATED
SURF
PLATFORM





OUR NEWEST ACTION HERO
Axis has taken the fiercest 20-foot towboat out there and made it without question the most 
incredible value in watersports—without sacrificing a bit of performance. An all-new boat from 
the hull up for 2016, this beast is easy on the bank account and built to shred better than ever, 
with a new wake-and-wave-maximizing hull, all-new interior, deeper storage, and an amazing 
array of across-the-board 2016 upgrades, leaving the competition far behind.



WICKED AGILITY AND PRECISION

350

450

42 GAL/159L

11 PEOPLE
NEW FEATURES

STOCK TORQUE

MAX TORQUE

FUEL CAP

SEATING
CAPACITY

• Updated interface software
• New helm
• New windshield
• New glove box

Customized 
premium 

upholsteryUnequaled access and agility are all yours with the A20. This 
wake specialist features incredible handling and premium 
vinyl seating for as many as 11 people, plus it’s easily towed 
and stashed in your average garage. Nowhere else will you 
fi nd a go-anywhere, do-anything boat that, at this size, can 
still kick up such a massive wake—especially with our Auto-
Set Wedge—and peel off huge waves with our revolutionary, 
hydraulic Surf Gate, the fi rst and still best wave-making 
technology in the industry.

NEW OPTIONS
• Upgraded Plug ’n’ Play ballast system
• Kicker stereo with Bluetooth  
• Axis-branded drop-in Igloo coolers
• New AW15 Tower Light Bar
• AW15 Tower quick release
• Drain-plug sensors
• Deckadence carpet
• 300% brighter underwater LEDs
• New gel and metal-fl ake color options
See “Standard Packages & Options” for full information on all models.    

98”/2.5m
BEAM

27”/0.7m
DRAFT

*800 lbs. + 1,650 lbs. (Plug ’n’ Play) + 1,000 lbs. (Auto-Set Wedge)

800 lbs./363kg
STOCK BALLAST

3,450 lbs.*/1,565kg
MAX BALLASTLENGTH

20’/6.1m

WEIGHT
3,500 lbs./1,588kg

WAKE PLUS
HULL TYPE

ACCESS AGILITY



“You’d never expect such an incredible wake coming off a 

20-footer, but it’s for real. The Axis engineers have reinvented 

this boat from the hull up, and the performance is impressive, 

 to say the least.” 

Randall “The Vandall” Harris, Axis Pro Team

PRO INTEL
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TRADITIONAL BOW, SICK WAKES
The first Axis designed with a traditional bow, the T22 is anything but old-school. This fantastic 22-footer is 
loaded with engineering advancements and everything you need to take your lake fun to another level. Its 
focus on high performance and quality at a huge savings has helped make the T22 one of the fastest-selling 
Axis models ever, while its cutting-edge hull design and brilliant layout mean balanced weight distribution 
for a faster hole shot, less bow rise, and a level ride, increasing driver visibility and passenger safety.



MAXED OUT

WAKE PLUS

350

15 PEOPLE

HULL TYPE

STOCK TORQUE

SEATING
CAPACITY

The T22’s cab-forward design offers the largest 
lounge area in its class, with seating for up to 15 
people and plenty of room for all their gear. And once 
you’re in the driver’s seat, you’ll fi nd the T22’s handling 
effortless—with the perfect amount of water-surface 
feedback—and the action amazing. A wake-and-wave-
maximizing hull gives riders and surfers conditions that 
are nothing short of epic for a boat this size. And with 
our Auto-Set Wedge hydrofoil and industry-fi rst Surf 
Gate, you can enjoy endless, customized wakes and 
waves, no matter your skill level.

550

42 GAL/159L

MAX TORQUE

FUEL CAP 102”/2.59m
BEAM

21’ 10”/6.65m
LENGTH

WEIGHT
3,800 lbs./1,724kg

NEW FEATURES
• Updated interface software
• New helm
• New windshield
• New glove box

NEW OPTIONS
• Upgraded Plug ’n’ Play ballast system
• Kicker stereo with Bluetooth  
• Axis-branded drop-in Igloo coolers
• New AW15 Tower Light Bar
• AW15 Tower quick release
• Drain-plug sensors
• Deckadence carpet
• 300% brighter underwater LEDs
• New gel and metal-fl ake color options
See “Standard Packages & Options” for full information on all models.    

*900 lbs. + 1,650 lbs. (Plug ’n’ Play) + 1,000 lbs. (Auto-Set Wedge)

900 lbs./408kg
STOCK BALLAST

3,550 lbs.*/1,610kg
MAX BALLAST

27”/0.7m
DRAFT

Axis-branded
drop-in

Igloo cooler

SPORTY AGGRESSIVE
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“I love driving and riding behind the T22. It’s got a huge wake that’s 

shaped for a fantastic ride, and the Surf Gate wave is sweet. This 

thing is an all-around ripper in a super-versatile size.” 

Trever Maur, Axis Pro Team

PRO INTEL
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THE VAGABOND





THE BEST-SELLING AXIS EVER
The A22 isn’t just our top-selling Axis model ever; it’s also come to dominate its competition in just six short years. And 
while our 2015 A22 was a completely new boat, with a new hull and running surface boosting the wakes and waves it 
was already famous for, the 2016 edition is even better. Equipped with an array of all-new upgrades, the A22 sends up 
wakes and waves that are undeniably mammoth for a 22-footer. Built to turn the water into the ultimate playground 
for wakeboarders and -surfers of every skill level, the A22 features an aggressive, performance-first profile and an 
amazingly versatile, wake-and-wave-maximizing hull, making it Axis Pro Team rider Tom Fooshee’s weapon of choice.



A WORLD-CLASS WAKE

350

15 PEOPLE

STOCK TORQUE

SEATING
CAPACITY

Seasoned pros love the A22 for its size and world-class 
wake, but you can have almost as much fun at the 
helm. The A22’s racy, modern lines aren’t just for looks. 
Behind the wheel, drivers rave about this towboat’s 
incredible handling, even when fully loaded with 15 
people and all their gear. And with our Auto-Set Wedge 
hydrofoil, you can take your wakes to the next level by 
increasing ballast. Add our industry-changing Surf Gate 
and easily turn that big wake into a totally custom wave 
for anyone on board. And if more fl ash is desired, opt for 
the bold look of the Liquid Force edition.

550

42 GAL/159L

MAX TORQUE

FUEL CAP

WAKE PLUS
HULL TYPE

102”/2.6m
BEAMLENGTH

21’ 11”/6.68m

WEIGHT
4,000 lbs./1,814kg

NEW FEATURES
• Updated interface software
• New helm
• New windshield
• New glove box

NEW OPTIONS
• Upgraded Plug ’n’ Play ballast system
• Kicker stereo with Bluetooth  
• Axis-branded drop-in Igloo coolers
• New AW15 Tower Light Bar
• AW15 Tower quick release
• Drain-plug sensors
• Deckadence carpet
• 300% brighter underwater LEDs
• New gel and metal-fl ake color options
See “Standard Packages & Options” for full information on all models.    

*900 lbs. + 1,750 lbs. (Plug ’n’ Play) + 1,000 lbs. (Auto-Set Wedge)

900 lbs./408kg
STOCK BALLAST

3,650 lbs.*/1,656kg
MAX BALLAST

27”/0.7m
DRAFT

Flip-up 
bolster seat

FIERCE TOP 
SELLER
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“I’m always blown away when I get to drive and ride behind the 

A22. This boat delivers on everything I want: a mammoth wake 

with a great shape and pop, an unreal amount of interior room, 

and a sleek, modern design. To make things even better, the 

speed control, ballast, the Wedge, and Surf Gate are the easiest 

to use. This boat is the defi nition of ‘bang for your buck.’” 

Tom Fooshee, Axis Pro Team

PRO INTEL

KING OF CABLE

Tom Fooshee, Axis Pro Team





YOU WANTED MORE. YOU WANTED BIGGER.  
YOU’RE WELCOME.
Introduced this past year in response to massive consumer demand, the T23 is already legendary, delivering  
our proven design, engineering, and performance in an incredibly affordable and powerful 23-plus-foot package. 
The T23 is our answer to cries for a big brother to the first traditional-bow Axis, the amazingly successful T22.  
A proven wake warrior, the Axis T23 comes in at 19 inches longer bow to stern than the T22, for a total of 23  
feet 5 inches of maximum versatility and unrivaled performance, with room for up to 16 people. This is the  
most spacious, price-conscious 23-footer in the world of watersports.



PURE PERFORMER

WAKE PLUS

350

16 PEOPLE

HULL TYPE

STOCK TORQUE

SEATING
CAPACITY

On the water, the T23 is a pure performer, blasting 
off and then digging in to churn up world-class 
wakes and shape them into huge custom waves. In 
fact, this is surf specialist and Axis Pro Team rider 
Johnny Stieg’s new favorite whip. And it’s easy to 
see why. With our Auto-Set Wedge hydrofoil and 
revolutionary Surf Gate, riders of all levels can 
enjoy customized wakes and easily transfered 
waves all day long.

550

67 GAL/254L

MAX TORQUE

FUEL CAP 102”/2.6m
BEAMLENGTH

23’ 5”/7.14m

WEIGHT
4,200 lbs./1,905kg

NEW FEATURES
• Updated interface software
• New helm
• New windshield
• New glove box

NEW OPTIONS
• Upgraded Plug ’n’ Play ballast system
• Kicker stereo with Bluetooth  
• Axis-branded drop-in Igloo coolers
• New AW15 Tower Light Bar
• AW15 Tower quick release
• Drain-plug sensors
• Deckadence carpet
• 300% brighter underwater LEDs
• New gel and metal-fl ake color options
See “Standard Packages & Options” for full information on all models.    

*900 lbs. + 1,650 lbs. (Plug ’n’ Play) + 1,000 lbs. (Auto-Set Wedge)

900 lbs./408kg
STOCK BALLAST

3,550 lbs.*/1,610kg
MAX BALLAST

27”/0.7m
DRAFT

Swivel 
board racks

SWEET 
SPOT

DREAM 
BOAT
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“The new T23 is incredible. It kicks up one of the best surf  

wakes ever. The wave is always long, tall, and powerful. And  

this is a big boat. There’s a ton of space for all your friends  

and gear. I can ride behind this thing all day. Everything is  

always dialed.” 

Johnny Stieg, Axis Pro Team

PRO INTEL

SURF STEEZ JO
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COLOSSAL FUN, CRAZY VERSATILITY
If your aim is to rip summer up in a big way, the A24 is a dream come true. This is a big boat without equal, designed 
especially for the discerning customer who can live without the premium features but wants similar or better 
performance than other boats that can cost as much as $50,000 more. Though it can boast performance, versatility, 
and space in spades, this is by far the most affordable 24-footer in the watersports industry. Axis Pro Team riders 
Randall “The Vandall” Harris and Trever Maur love the A24 for its world-class wakes, amazingly responsive handling, 
and the fact that it offers the largest seating and storage capacity in the Axis lineup, hauling up to 17 people in 
maximum style. The Vandall even has his own edition of this nimble monster.



HEROIC PROPORTIONS

WAKE PLUS

350

17 PEOPLE

HULL TYPE

STOCK TORQUE

SEATING
CAPACITY

Famous for its incredible versatility, the A24 reveals 
just how much a boat this size at this price can 
do, running you many thousands less than similar 
competitor offerings—yet easily blowing those boats 
out of the water. With its heroic proportions and 
wake-and-wave-maximizing hull, the A24 is designed 
for those who want it all: party barge, performance 
machine, and perfect vehicle for endless family fun, 
adapting to any rider’s skill level on the fl y. Whether 
you’re wakeboarding with our Auto-Set Wedge 
hydrofoil or engaging our revolutionary Surf Gate to 
shape that wake into a shred-ready wave, this boat is 
the ticket to the big show.

550

70 GAL/265L

MAX TORQUE

FUEL CAP 102”/2.6m
BEAMLENGTH

24’ 5”/7.44m

WEIGHT
4,500 lbs./2,041kg

NEW FEATURES
• Updated interface software
• New helm
• New windshield
• New glove box

NEW OPTIONS
• Upgraded Plug ’n’ Play ballast system
• Kicker stereo with Bluetooth  
• Axis-branded drop-in Igloo coolers
• New AW15 Tower Light Bar
• AW15 Tower quick release
• Drain-plug sensors
• Deckadence carpet
• 300% brighter underwater LEDs
• New gel and metal-fl ake color options
See “Standard Packages & Options” for full information on all models.    

*1,000 lbs. + 1,750 lbs. (Plug ’n’ Play) + 1,000 lbs. (Auto-Set Wedge)

1,000 lbs./408kg
STOCK BALLAST

3,750  lbs.*/1,701kg
MAX BALLAST

27”/0.7m
DRAFT

Secondary heater
outlets

XL GIANT 
WAKE
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“Axis makes the perfect boat for me. I can ride it hard and fast and 

it’s always ready to ride again. I’m hard on boats, and it never lets 

me down. The A24 has all the great performance, comfort, and wake 

shape like the rest of the Axis line, but it’s the super-stretch-limo 

version. And the wake rivals anything out there.” 

Randall “The Vandall” Harris, Axis Pro Team

PRO INTEL

THE LEGEND



Some guys just get it—and seem to be having more fun than everybody else 
on the water. Trever Maur is a ripper from the California Delta who brings mad 
style and a killer attitude to the Axis family. With his wrapped tuck-knee spins 
and legit, between-the-boots grabs, Trever is one of the most enjoyable riders 
to photograph and video. And when he’s not the subject, Trever switches sides, 
working as a pro videographer and editor.

2/7/90

Fresno, California

Discovery Bay, California

Goofy

Axis Wake Research, Hyperlite, Body Glove, Hoven Vision, Boardco

Ben Greenwood

Switch Tuck-Knee Backside 540

Bacalar, Mexico

Seafood

@trevermaur

/trever.maur.1

D.O.B.

Hometown

H.Q.

Stance

Sponsors

Top Rider

Top Trick

Top Venue

Top Eats

PRO
TEAM



Tom Fooshee embodies everything that’s awesome about being a pro 
wakeboarder. Known as “The King of Cable,” Tom’s ability behind the boat 
is just mind-blowing. You can’t miss him when he’s out ripping behind 
his A22 at Texas Ski Ranch, in New Braunfels. A sharp wit and totally 
approachable, this 2010 Alliance Wakeboard Rider of the Year is another 
guy who just gets it and is always fun to be around.

10/5/84

Austin, Texas

New Braunfels, Texas

Regular & Goofy

Axis Wake Research, Liquid Force, Monster Energy,  

Texas Ski Ranch, Sesitec, Texas Malibu

Raph Derome & Bob Soven

A Classic Pete Rose

Lake Dunlap & TSR, Texas

Sushi

@tomfooshee

@tomfooshee

/tom.fooshee

D.O.B.

Hometown

H.Q.

Stance

Sponsors

Top Rider

Top Trick

Top Venue

Top Eats

PRO
TEAM



Johnny Stieg is the newest member of the Axis family, 
recognized for his fluid airs and raw, free-flowing tricks. 
With his spontaneous approach, this stylish wakesurfer 
always keeps things interesting. You never know what he’s 
going to do next. Johnny’s aggressive approach stands in 
contrast to his laid-back Cali personality. He’s deeply rooted 
in his California upbringing and has spent countless days 
surfing every break up and down his home state’s coastline.

6/6/87

Templeton, California

Santa Barbara, California

Regular

Axis Wake Research, 3DR

Trever Maur & Randall Harris

Grab-Rail Frontside 360

Lake Nacamiento, California

Sushi

@johnnystieg

@johnnystieg

/johnny.stieg

D.O.B.

Hometown

H.Q.

Stance

Sponsors

Top Rider

Top Trick

Top Venue

Top Eats

PRO
TEAM



Randall “The Vandall” Harris has been setting the bar 
for huge air and legit style since he was 13, when a lot 
of riders were still “ski-boarding.” Randall founded West 
Side Riders (WSR), and his skills are off the charts. He 
rides ten feet longer then most pros and about five miles 
per hour faster, which lets him spend more time in the air 
and cover huge distances. He’s taken home top prizes all 
over the world and snagged Alliance Wakeboard Rider of 
the Year twice—something no one else can claim.

4/23/81

Huntington Beach, California

Discovery Bay, California

Goofy

Axis Wake Research, Rockstar Energy, 

Follow, Humanoid

2Pac

Backside 180

The California Delta

Mexican

@vandallharris

@vandallharris

D.O.B.

Hometown

H.Q.

Stance

Sponsors

Top Rider

Top Trick

Top Venue

Top Eats

PRO
TEAM



Channel your inner Vandall by getting an Axis A24 loaded with 
the upgrades of this exclusive edition. The West Side Riders  
vibe is timeless, but you can choose any colors you want, 
plus Chillax seating and our Sound Pack III 
stereo keep your crew in the groove. 
Just how the Vandall likes it.

FULLY LOADED
Swivel board racks keep the tools of the trade 
handy, and you’ve got extra lights and an Axis 
trailer package with Rockstar 2 wheels. Several 
smart additions make everything easier: a High-
Altitude Prop, a Plug ’n’ Play ballast upgrade, the 
Auto-Set Wedge, a depth-finder, and more.



LIQUID FORCE EDITION

THE ULTIMATE WAKEBOARDING PARTY

Add some serious style with the Liquid Force Edition, available on the Axis 
A22, A24, and T22. Stand out on the blue with iconic Liquid Force graphics, a 
gorgeous green metal-fl ake gel coat, and a bright-white interior and AW15 
Tower. With this Flipside design scheme, your boat is without a doubt “money.”

The ultimate summer wakeboarding party, Brostock is two days of top 
athletes and nonstop action as they vie for fan love and serious prize 
money. Liquid Force teams up with Axis, the offi cial “Broboat,” for this 
epic annual gathering of those who love big water and big air.

Axis Wake’s own Randall “The Vandall” Harris won the 2013 double-up 
contest after throwing down behind the A22 in front of thousands of 
fans. Keep an eye on axiswake.com for details on the 2016 event, then 
head out and join us for another amazing weekend on the water.

LIQUID FORCE EDITION
Add some serious style with the Liquid Force Edition, available on the Axis 
A22, A24, and T22. Stand out on the blue with iconic Liquid Force graphics, a 
gorgeous green metal-fl ake gel coat, and a bright-white interior and AW15 
Tower. With this Flipside design scheme, your boat is without a doubt “money.”



TOWER POWER
Every Axis tower is built in-house and rigorously 
tested, so you know you’re getting the very 
best at the best price. For 2016, the AW15 Tower 
gets the new Light Bar and a quick release, plus 
you’ve got your choice of fresh bimini designs, 
including an optional high-end Z5 hard-shell 
and a surfboard bimini. It also features a hinged 
base, for easy folding and storage, and comes in 
black, white, or charcoal.

You need a brutally powerful engine to 
churn up a great wake. Luckily, our Monsoon 
engines start at 350 foot-pounds of torque 
and go up to a supercharged 550. Talk 
to your dealer about which powerhouse 
is right for you. And if the ocean is your 
aim, you’ll want our Salt Series package, 
available for every engine.

MONSOON 550*

AVAILABLE COLORS

HINGED BASE

MONSOON 450 MONSOON 409 MONSOON 350

* Not available on the A20. 
Not available from  
California dealers.

6.2L Supercharged

BLACK

CHARCOAL

WHITE

FOR EASY STORAGE

6.0L HO 6.0L 5.7L

550

450 409 350

1.5:1

1.72:1 1.48:1 1.72:1

TORQUE

TORQUE TORQUE TORQUE

GEAR RATIO

GEAR  
RATIO

GEAR 
RATIO

GEAR  
RATIO

GO
BIG



SOUND PACKAGES

BIG SOUND SOUND PACKAGES

BLUETOOTH-EQUIPPED
Make any day better with a killer high-fidelity system kicking 
out your favorite tunes. New for 2016 is the Kicker stereo with 
Bluetooth, so you can wirelessly play music from your phone, 
and Wet Sounds speakers are available with any Sound Pack. 
Keep it cool, turn it up, or go big and loud—whatever setup you 
want, we’ve got you covered.

SOUND PACK I

SOUND PACK II

SOUND PACK III

• Kicker stereo with Bluetooth

• 4 Wet Sounds 6.5-inch speakers, silver grills 
• Optional transom remote  

• Kicker stereo with Bluetooth

• 6 Wet Sounds 6.5-inch speakers, silver grills
• 4 ICON8 tower speakers, black or white can option  
• 10-inch subwoofer

• HT-2 & HT-6 amps

• Transom remote

• Kicker stereo with Bluetooth

• 6 Wet Sounds 6.5-inch speakers, silver grills
• 2 REV410 tower speakers, black or white can option 
• 12-inch subwoofer

• SYN4 & SYN6 amps

• Transom remote

ROCK
OUT



AXIS TRAILERS:
WORLD-CLASS
CRAFTSMANSHIP

Designed and built by Malibu’s team of expert artisans—
with more than 100 years’ combined experience designing 
and building trailers under their belts—our brand-new, fully 
customizable Axis trailers are stylish, safe, and built to last. 
World-class craftsmanship is evident in every detail, and by 
bringing production in-house, as with our towers, we can 
increase and control quality while reducing costs.

Premium industry-standard steel for all frame parts.

Jigs and fixtures used to create consistent weld and axle placement, eliminating

margin of error and ensuring axles and crossmembers are precision-placed.

All trailers are produced through the same model-specific frame jig, ensuring 

that frames, steps, crossmembers, and axles are flat, straight, and square, 

which is especially important for axle location and squareness (affecting how 

well a trailer tows behind your vehicle) and crossmember/bunk-tab location 

(affecting how well your boat loads on your trailer).

Fender steps are fully welded to the trailer frame. Other manufacturers use a 

rubber bond at the top of the step and weld only at the bottom. 

Top-quality DuPont urethane-based paints and primer used, with side-draft 

paint booths, to prevent overspray on two-tone trailers, and rotating carts, to 

ensure excellent coverage, coat thickness, and consistency.

Rear corners, where main frames meet propeller guard, are mitered instead of 

buttwelded, in order to provide better, stronger welds, improve weld aesthetics, 

and negate the need for an additional plate welded to the end of the main frame.

Tandem/tri-axle fenders have a center support brace to prevent the fender from 

bowing when stepped on.

1

3

5

7

2

4

6

STANDARD

OPTIONS

5-Year Limited Warranty

NMMA-Certified

Tubular-Steel Design

Swing Tongue

Torsion Axles w/ Vault Bearing Lubrication

Hydraulic Surge Disc Brakes, All Axles

SS Aluminum-Coated Brake Lines

14” Chrome Directional

Grand Ride Radial Trailer Tires

Surface Mount GLO-Lamp LED Brake Lamps

7-Round Tow Vehicle Plug

Waterproof Wire Harness

1,400-pound XLT Winch

Bow Safety Strap

SeaDek Non-Skid Mat

Polyurethane Bow Roller

Removable Guidepost

Prop-Guard Rollers w/ SS Roller

Detergent/Iron-Phosphate Frame Pre-Treatment

Urethane Primer

Urethane Top Coat

Alloy Wheel Upgrade

Spare Tire Wheel Assembly, Chrome Directional 15” Single Axle

Spare Tire Wheel Assembly, Chrome Directional 14” Tandem Axle

Spare Tire Wheel Assembly, Galvanized 15” Single Axle

Spare Tire Wheel Assembly, Galvanized 14” Tandem Axle

Spare Tire Wheel Assembly, Alloy 15” Single Axle

Spare Tire Wheel Assembly, Alloy 14” Tandem Axle

Spare Tire Wheel Assembly, 18” XD Rockstar 2 (Tricked-Out Package Only)

Color-Match Paint

Elite Shield Trailer

Elite Shield Fenders

Galvanized Frame

Painted-Over Elite Shield Galvanized Frame

SS Retractable Transom Straps

TRICKED-OUT PACKAGE
Color-Match Paint

18” KMC Rockstar 2 Wheels

11”-Wide Fenders

Runway Lighting

5-Bar Aluminum Tread on Steps & Fenders

2-Tone Paint or Polished Stainless-Steel Fenders

Stainless Retractable Transom Straps

XR84 Self-Latching Actuator



VANDALL EDITION
Available on A24 only; see “Vandall” for 

more information

LIQUID FORCE EDITION 
Not available on A20; see “Liquid Force” for 

more information

SALT SERIES PACKAGE 
• Salt Series Engine Choice

• Hydraulic Steering

• Flush Kit Transom Install

• Sea Strainer

• Stainless Steel Gas Shocks

• Anodized seat base slide assembly

• Warming bin drains to bilge

• Anodized or stainless ski pylon

• Marlon Transom Drain

• Grounding & Bonding of all components 

below water line

• CRC & Silicone sealant on all appropriate 

components in boat

• STD wire harness added sealed connectors 

where possible

• STD fasteners have all been upgraded for 

better corrosion resistance

• STD harness and breaker panels are 

tin-plated

• Salt Series Badging

TRICKED-OUT TRAILER PACKAGE
• Color Match Paint (metallic available)

•  18” KMC Rockstar 2 Wheels with paintable inserts

• 11” Wide Fenders  

• Axis Wake Runway Lighting (color choice)

• 5-Bar Aluminum Tread on Steps and Fenders

• 2-Tone Paint or Polished Stainless Fenders

• Stainless Retractable Transom Straps

• XR84 Self-Latching Actuator 

GRAPHIC OPTIONS
STANDARD VANDALL EDITION

LIGHT GRAPHITE SUNNY SUMMER YELLOW HOT ORANGE

WHITE CHARCOAL REUBEN

DRIFTWOOD INDY RED VAPOR BLUE

SANDSTONE MOONBEAM AXIS GREEN

DARK BLUE EBONY MIDNIGHT BLUE

METALLICS

HOT ORANGE METAL FLAKE

CHARCOAL METAL FLAKE

RED METAL FLAKE

DARK BLUE METAL FLAKE

SILVER METAL FLAKE

AXIS GREEN METAL FLAKE

BLUE METAL FLAKE

A20:
• Total height on trailer, tower folded down - 6’ 10”

• Total width on trailer at guide posts - 8’ 6”

• Total length with platform removed, wedge down 

and trailer tongue folded - 20’ 8”

• Total length with platform removed, wedge down 

and trailer tongue folded w/ Surf Gate - 21’ 6”

• Total length with platform installed and trailer 

tongue folded - 22’ 3”

T22:
• Total height on trailer, tower folded down - 6’ 9”

• Total width on trailer at guide posts - 9’

• Total length with platform removed, wedge down 

and trailer tongue folded - 23’ 4”

• Total length with platform removed, wedge down 

and trailer tongue folded w/ Surf Gate - 23’ 11”

• Total length with platform installed and trailer 

tongue folded - 25’

A22:
• Total height on trailer, tower folded down - 7’ 1”

• Total width on trailer at guide posts - 8’ 11”

• Total length with platform removed, wedge down 

and trailer tongue folded - 22’ 9”

• Total length with platform removed, wedge down 

and trailer tongue folded w/ Surf Gate - 23’ 3”

• Total length with platform installed and trailer 

tongue folded - 24’ 6”

T23:
• Total height on trailer, tower folded down - 7’ 6”

• Total width on trailer at guide posts - 9’ 

• Total length with platform removed, wedge down 

and trailer tongue folded - 24’ 6”

• Total length with platform removed, wedge down 

and trailer tongue folded w/ Surf Gate - 24’ 10”

• Total length with platform installed and trailer 

tongue folded - 25’ 11”

A24:
• Total height on trailer, tower folded down - 6’ 10”

• Total width on trailer at guide posts - 8’ 11”

• Total length with platform removed, wedge down 

and trailer tongue folded - 25’ 2”

• Total length with platform removed, wedge down 

and trailer tongue folded w/ Surf Gate - 25’ 9”

• Total length with platform installed and trailer 

tongue folded - 27’ 4”

COLOR OPTIONSGARAGE SPECS

LIQUID FORCE EDITION

SUNNY SUMMER YELLOW METAL FLAKE

BLACK METAL FLAKE

PURPLE METAL FLAKE

PINK DIAMOND METAL FLAKE

PACKAGES

STANDARD: A20 T22 A22 T23 A24

Monsoon 350 5.7L CAT • • • • •
Updated interface software • • • • •
New helm • • • • •
New windshield • • • • •
New glove box • • • • •
Speed control • • • • •
AW15 Tower • • • • •
Livorsi throttle (silver & black) • • • • •
Single axle •
Double axle • • • •
SkyBox slide seating • • • • •
Above-engine warming bin w/ drain • • • • •
AXray kick panels under seats • • • • •
Swivel driver’s seat • • • • •
LED storage lighting • • • • •
Ventless fuel-fi ll system • • • • •
Wakebox hard-tank Hi Flo ballast system • • • • •
800 lbs ballast • • • • •
900 lbs ballast • • •
1,000 lbs ballast •
Single Shark Fin • • • • •

OPTIONS: A20 T22 A22 T23 A24

ENGINE

Monsoon 409 6.0L CAT • • • • •
Monsoon 450 6.0L HO CAT • • • • •
Monsoon 550 6.2L/LSA Supercharged • • • •
Salt Series available • • • • •

TOWER
New A15 Tower Light Bar • • • • •
AW15 Tower quick release • • • • •
Colors: black, white, or charcoal • • • • •
Bimini w/ rope storage (new design) • • • • •
Z5 cargo rack • • • • •
Surf bimini w/ rope storage • • • • •
Fixed board racks • • • • •
Swivel board racks • • • • •
Tower mirror bracket • • • • •
PTM 140° panoramic mirror • • • • •

PERFORMANCE
Surf Gate • • • • •
Zero Off GPS Speed Control with compass • • • • •
Upgraded Plug ’n’ Play ballast system • • • • •
Auto-Set Wedge • • • • •
High-altitude prop • • • • •
Torque prop • • • • •
Surf Pipe • • • • •

STEREO (SEE “BIG SOUND”) 
Sound Pack I • • • • •
Sound Pack II • • • • •
Sound Pack III •  • • • •
Bluetooth • • • • •
Transom Remote • • • • •
New Kicker stereo with Bluetooth • • • • •

OPTIONS: A20 T22 A22 T23 A24

SAFETY, COMFORT & CONVENIENCE

Drain-plug sensors • • • • •
Deckadence carpet • • • • •
300% brighter underwater LEDs • • • • •
Battery charger • • • • •
Under-seat LED lights: red, white, or blue • • • • •
Transom Underwater lighting • • • • •
Drop-in cooler • •
Axis-branded drop-in Igloo cooler • • • • •
Pull-up cleats • • • • •
Flip-up bolster seats • • • • •
Center Chillax seat •
Lounge Chillax seat • • • •
3-outlet heater • • • • •
Dual heater with accordion hoses •
Non-skid deck traction • • • • •
Removable AquaFusion carpet • • • • •
PTM 140° panoramic mirror (windshield) • • • • •
Stainless-steel cup holders • • • • •

MISC
Auto fi re extinguisher • • • • •
Docking lights • • • • •
Depth-fi nder • • • • •
Custom cover 
(Great Lakes or Commercial Sewing) 

• • • • •
Dual battery switch • • • • •
Ski pylon • • • • •
Second Shark Fin • • • • •
Axis trailer • • • • •

STANDARD PACKAGES & OPTIONS



COME AND SEE HOW IT’S DONE.

MADE IN THE U.S.A. & OZ

Call (865) 458-5478 or e-mail research@axiswake.com  
to schedule a tour of our Loudon, Tennessee, factory,  
the global headquarters for Malibu Boats and Axis 
Wake Research. We’d love to show you around.

In a state-of-the-art facility on the banks of the 
beautiful Tennessee River—our primary testing 
waters—Axis boats are built right alongside our 
Malibu models by the same people, using the  
same processes and materials. You can walk the  
production lines with us and see the incredible 
artisanal craftsmanship that goes into every Axis, 
watching customers’ dream boats come together  
step by step. From the casting of performance  
hulls to the polishing of tower speakers, it’s all  
centered on you. Tennessee/Global Headquarters

5075 Kimberly Way

Loudon, TN 37774

(865) 458-5478

California
One Malibu Court
Merced, CA 95341
(209) 383-7469

Australia
813 Hope Court
Albury, N.S.W. 2640
(02) 6040-1174

@AXISWAKE

@AXISWAKE

/AXISWAKEFAN

AXISWAKE.COM




